Wheres Wenu?: Find the animals hidden in the African Savannah

A real-life game-spotting expedition through the African Savannah. Learn the Zulu names for
common savannah fauna, and find the animals camouflaged in photographs of Kruger
National Park, South Africa. When you go on safari in Africa, youll find you spend much of
your time scanning the trees and tall grass, trying to see what may be hiding there. This book
gives you a chance to try it from your living room. The Zulu names and pronounciations will
give you a window into the lovely culture of South Africa, and a chance to know a little more
about what your guides are saying if you have the chance to visit.
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For other uses, see Savannah (disambiguation). Typical tropical savanna in Northern Australia
demonstrating the high tree density and regular spacing characteristic of many savannas. A
savanna or savannah is a mixed woodland grassland ecosystem characterised by the trees .
Grazing animals can have a more direct effect on woody plants by the. Where's Wenu?: Find
the Animals Hidden in the African Savannah. Lisa Catterall. from: N/A. Top of Page. My
Account Â· Billing Â· Shipping Â· Return Policy Â· Help &. Grasslands . African Animals Watering Hole Hide Other Cams . Watch this live cam in Africa to see many different species
take a drink (or a quick dip!) Where is this watering hole located? . Explore Annenberg LLC
All Rights Reserved. Menu. about us Â· livecams Â· films Â· snapshots Â· blog Â· help
tutorials. Both species of the hippopotamus are now mostly confined to protected areas due to
subsistence hunting and habitat loss. See what AWF is doing to prevent.
Learn more Tasmanian devil facts at Animal Fact Guide! After the joeys leave their mother's
pouch, they remain hidden in the den for another.
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